Vairous 1
1. Before to begin a dribble A5 throws the ball against the opponent’s basket and catches it again
before it has touched the floor or anybody else. Is this legal?
2. After a dribble A4 stops and then throws the ball against the opponent’s basket. He catches it
again before it has touched the floor or anybody else. Is this legal?
3. A technical foul is called on A4. Before the free throw attempts, Coach B substitutes all 5
players on the court. Is this legal?
4. Dribbler A5 controls the ball in his frontcourt near the centre line, when a three second
violation is called on A4. Shall the resulting throw-in for team B take place at the side line near
the centre line?
5. After having dribbled in his backcourt for 6 seconds, A4 stops straddling the centre line. From
this position the ball is tapped from his hands by an opponent and is controlled by A5 in his
backcourt. Team A should pass the ball in his frontcourt in 2 seconds.
6. A4 is shooting for a field goal and scores, but a traveling violation is called on him during the
act of shooting and the basket is cancelled. Game is restarted with a throw-in for team B from a
point nearest the place where the traveling violation took place.
7. A4 is dribbling under his own basket when a fighting starts. Substitutes from both teams are
disqualified for leaving their team bench area. Game is restarted with a throw-in for
Team A, nearest the place of the ball when the fighting started.
8. During the last 2 minutes of the game, A4 attempts a last free throw, but the ball doesn’t touch
the ring. Team A is awarded a time-out. Game is restarted with a throw-in for team B from the
free-throw line extended.
9. During the last 2 minutes of the game, the ball is over the ring after a pass of A5. Reaching
through the basket from below B5 taps the ball away. A violation is called and 2/3 points are
awarded to team A. Then a time-out is awarded to team A. Game is restarted with a throw-in for
team A from the end line.
10. Captain A4 in the court is substituted with A8. Is the captain A4 responsible to inform an
official for the player who will replace him as captain on the court?
11. A4 attempts a last free throw which is successful. Immediately after, a double foul A5-B5 is
called. Is this a jump ball situation?
12. During a last free throw attempted by A4, both A5 and B5 enter the restricted area before the
ball has left the hands of A4. The shot is missed. Game is resumed with a jump ball situation.
13. A5 is substituted during a time-out. He is considered as a player from the moment an
official beckons him to enter the court.
14. From his backcourt A4 passes the ball to A5 in his frontcourt. The ball rebounds from the
frontcourt’s floor and is controlled by A4 in his backcourt. Is this a backcourt violation?
15. Because of loss of orientation A5 shoots in his own basket from the 3- point area. He is
fouled by B5 in the act of shooting. The shot is successful. A 2 point basket is granted to the
captain of team B.

